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PS3:14
PS3:l4

Level 11 (age 5—8, median for age
age 5)
relevant references
references specific to this
[There are no relevant
this level,
level, but
but the
the
the teaching
teaching of infant
refers to the
infant pupils, aged from
from 5
following refers
to 7.]
PS2:6
P52:6

(i) Activities should
should ensure
that pupils: . . .
ensure that
words are constructed
constructed and
— . . . notice
notice how
how words
and spell.

.

.

.

— refer
refer to .. .. .. dictionaries
dictionaries .. .. . as a matter of
of course.
.

Level
6—11, median
Level 2 (age 6-11,
median for ages
ages 7 and
and 8)
AT2:2
[Pupils should] demonstrate
demonstrate knowledge
knowledge of the
the
alphabet
word books
and simple dictiondictionin using word
books and
alphabet in
aries.
aries.
[Pupils shouldz]
shouldz]
— recognise that
that spelling has
patterns, and begin
begin
has patterns,
their knowledge
knowledge of those
patterns in their
their
those patterns
to apply their
of
attempts
spell
wider
range
of
words;
e.g.
wider
to
a
attempts
e.g. coat,
range
goat; feet, street.
— show
—
of the
the names and
order of the
the
show knowledge of
and order
of
letters
the alphabet.
alphabet.
letters of the
—

applies to junior
junior pupils,
[The following applies
pupils, aged 7 to 11.]
PSl:13
PSI:13

. . .. Pupils should
consider the
way word
word meanshould consider
the way
.

Pupils working
towards level 3 .. .. .. should be
be
working towards
taught to look
look for
for instances
where:
.
.
.
instances where: . . .
— tenses or pronouns have
—
been used
used incorrectly
pronouns have been
or inconsistently.
inconsistently.
They should
be taught, in the context of discussion
should be
discussion
about
grammatical
terms
about their
their own writing,
such
writing,
as sentence, verb, tense, noun,
pronoun.
noun, pronoun.

.

.

ed;
ed;

AT4:2

P53:15
PS3:15
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.

ings
be played with,
in riddles, puns,
with, e.g.
ings can be
e.g. in
puns,

word games,
jokes, spoonerisms,
spoonerisms, word
games, graffiti, adveradvertisements,
poems;
the
use
of
nonsense
words
and
the
of
words
and
tisements, poems;
nonsense
deliberate
poems and
and adverin poems
adverdeliberate misspellings,
misspellings, e.g.
e.g. in
tisements.
tisements.

Level 3 (age 7—16, median
Level
median for ages
ages 9 and 10)
AT4:3
(iii) [Pupils should] show
show a growing
awareness of
growing awareness
word families
and their
word
families and
their relationships;
e.g. grow,
relationships; e.g.
grow,
growth, growing,
growing, grown,
grown, grew.
grew.

Level 4 (ages 8-16,
8—16, median for ages
ages 11 and 12)
AT3:4
AT3:4
[Pupils should] begin
begin to use the
the structures
structures of writStandard
ten
Standard
English
and
begin
to use some senand
ten
sendifferent from
from those
those of speech;
tence structures
structures different
e.g.
subordinate clauses and
begin to use subordinate
e.g. begin
expanded
phrases.
expanded noun phrases.
AT4:4
AT4:-4
[Pupils should] spell correctly, in the course of
their
writing, words
which display
display other
words which
their own writing,
main patterns
e.g. words
main
patterns in English spelling; e.g.
the main
using
main prefixes and
suffixes.
and suffixes.
using the
P53:18
PS3:l8
[Pupils shouldz]
shouldz]
— be
be introduced
the uses of
of the
the comma
introduced to some of
of the
and the
the apostrophe;
and
apostrophe;
be taught
— be
the meaning
meaning and
and spelling of some
taught the
common prefixes and
an-, in- (and
and suffixes,
suffixes, e.g.
e.g. un-,
—able, —ness,
im-, iI—,
il-, ir—), -able,
-ness, -ful, etc., in
in the context of
of
their
and reading;
their own writing and
— be
and shown
spellbe encouraged
shown how
how to check spell—
encouraged and
ings in
in a dictionary
dictionary or on a computer
spelling
computer
checker when
checker
when revising
revising and
and proof-reading;
proof-reading;
—
- be
be introduced
introduced to the complex regularity
regularity that
underlies the
the spelling of
of words
inflectional
underlies
words with
with inﬂectional
P53:20
PS3:20

endings,
e.g. bead-ing, bead—ed,
bead-ed, bed-d-ing,
bed—d—ing, bed-d-ed,
endings, e.gi
in the
the context of
of their
their own writing
in
and reading.
writing and
pupils should
should be
to
recognise
be helped
helped
recognise how
Standard
has come to have
Standard English has
have a wide social
and
currency and
and to be
the form
form of
of
and geographical currency
be the
frequently used on formal
formal or public
English most frequently
occasions.
occasions. They should
should be
be helped
helped to recognise any
any
differences
in grammar
grammar or vocabulary between
between the
differences in
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Standard English,
and Standard
local dialect
local
dialect of
of English and
English, recorecoforms
local
that
gnising
that
local
speech
forms
play
an
important
play an important
gnising
of group identity.
part
in establishing
establishing a sense of
identity.
part in
13 and
median for ages 13
10—16, median
Level 5 (ages 10-16,
and 14)
14)
variations in
[Pupils should] recognise variations
in vocabulary
vocabulary
AT1:5
AT1 5
and
social
between
different regional or
or social groups, and
between different
to perrelate this
relate
this knowledge
knowledge where
where appropriate
appropriate to
sonal experience; e.g. talk
sonal
talk about
about dialect
dialect vocabulary
vocabulary
the vocabulary
discuss the
and
vocabulary used
used
and specialist terms; discuss
television.
books
by characters
characters in
in books or
on television.
or on
[Pupils should] show
show through
discussion an
an
AT2:55
AT2
through discussion
choice of
awareness
of a writer’s
writer's choice
of particular
particular words
words
awareness of
effect on the
and the
and
phrases and
the effect
the reader;
reader; e.g.
and phrases
unconventional spellrecognise puns,
puns, word-play,
word-play, unconventional
spell-

AT3:5
AT3 5

P519
PSI:9

ings
1n 5 .. .. .. ..
[Pﬁpils
discussion the
in discussion
[Pupils should] show
show in
the ability
to
ability to
in vocabulary
recognise variations
variations in
according to
to
vocabulary according
and
whether
audience
and
purpose,
topic
and
audience
and
whether
langulangupurpose,
written .. .. .; e.g. discuss
age
discuss the
the use
use
age is spoken or written
in
and
narrative
of slang in
of
in dialogue and narrative in a published
published
and comment
comment on
their own writing and
text and
and in
in their
on its
its
appropriateness.
appropriateness.
Teaching about
and
about language through
speaking and
through speaking
the
time
started
have
should
which
listening,
which
should
have
started
by
the
time
by
listening,
level 5, should
towards level
pupils
working towards
should focus
focus
pupils are working
on:
— regional and
accents
and social
social variation
variation in
in English accents
and attitudes
attitudes to such
and dialects
and
dialects and
such variations;
variations;
— the
of purposes
the range
range of
purposes which
which spoken language
language
serves;
of spoken Standard
—
and functions
- the
forms and
functions of
Standard
the forms
Enghsh.
English.

Level 6 (ages 12—16,
12-16, median
median for ages 14 to
to 16)
16)
show in
be able
AT1:6
AT16
should be
able to] show
in discussion
discussion
[Pupils should
between
an awareness
awareness of
of grammatical differences
differences between

PS1:l7
PSI:17
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spoken
Standard English and a non-standard
varspoken Standard
non-standard variety; e.g.
which
different ways
e.gl take note of different
ways in which
tense and
person are marked in the verb ‘to be‘
and person
be’
after
recordings or
participating
in
after listening
listening to recordings
or participating in
classroom improvisations.
classroom
improvisations.
Pupils should be given
given the opportunity
to conconopportunity to

sider:
sider:

-— people’s sensitivity
sensitivity to features of pronunciation
pronunciation
that differentiate
one
area from
differentiate the speech
that
of
speech
one area
others;
- any
speech
between the speech
any grammatical differences between
-—

of
the area and
and spoken Standard
English, e.g.
e.g. in
of the
Standard English,
in

AT2:4
AT2."-4

PSZ:23
PS2:23

AT3:6
AT3:6

verb forms, pronoun
pronoun use,
verb
prepositions.
use, prepositions.
their readdiscussion of their
[Pupils should] show in discussion

ing an awareness
awareness that words can
change in use
can change
use
and meaning
some of
and
demonstrate some
meaning over time and demonstrate
the reasons
e.g. understand that technologitechnologithe
reasons why; e.g.
cal developments,
cal
contact
with other
other
developments, euphemisms,
with
euphemisms,
languages
or
all
contribute
to
language
fashion
contribute to language
languages
change.
Pupils should discuss:
—
- examples of words and expressions
expressions which tend
to undergo
very
rapid
change
or meaning,
meaning,
undergo very rapid change in use
use or
e.g.
terms
approbation
(wicked,
brill);
of
approbation
e.g.
— differences
words
differences in the use
use and meanings
meanings of words
used by pupils, their
their parents
grandparents,
used
parents and grandparents,
e.g.
tranny, transistor;
transistor;
e.g. wireless, radio, trarmy,
— new words that have become part of the English
English
part
vocabulary
during the last 50 years
so, e.g.
e.g.
vocabulary during
years .or so,
computer,
astronaut,
macho;
computer,
— the
over time,
time,
the reasons
reasons why vocabulary
vocabulary changes
changes over
e.g.
with other
languages, because of trade
other languages,
e.g. contact with
circumstances, fashion, effects of
or political circumstances,
advertising,
need
advertising, need for new
new euphemisms,
euphemisms, new
new
inventions and technology,
technology, changes
society;
inventions
changes in society;
—
— where
where new words
words come
come from, e.g.
e.g. coinages,
coinages,
acronyms
borrowings
other
languages
from
or
borrowings
acronyms
languages
(glasnost, catamaran, chic).
[Pupils should] demonstrate,
demonstrate, through
discussion
through discussion
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Grammar
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AT4/5:6
AT4/5 6

PS3
PS3 :25
25

PS3:28
PS3
28

and in
and
in their
their writing,
differences
writing, grammatical differences
and written
between
spoken and
written English; e.g. in
in a
between spoken
differences
of
the
between
group,
identify
some
of
the
differences
between
identify
group,
the language used
used in
in a tape recording
of someone
the
recording of
the
of
talking and
and a piece of writing
writing by the same person.
able to] recognise that
should be
[Pupils should
be able
that words
words
have related
with
related meanings
meanings may
may have
related spellings, ,
with related
sound different,
different, e.g. sign, signa-/I
even though
though they sound
signa/
ture, medical, medicine; recognise that
that the
the spelling
often be
of unstressed
of
unstressed syllables can often
be deduced
deduced from
from
of a stressed
the spelling of
the
stressed syllable in
in a related
related word,
word,
e.g.
history, historical,
historical,
e.g. history,
Pupils should
should have
have opportunities
to:
opportunities to:
— learn
indicate the
that the
the writer
writer can indicate
the relationrelationlearn that
and subsidiary
essential and
ship between
between essential
subsidiary infor—
information
if parenthetical
parenthetical constructions
are separated
separated
constructions are
mation if
of commas or dashes;
by brackets
dashes;
brackets or pairs of
— learn
the comma, e.g. around
learn other
other uses of
of the
around appoappo~
and begin to
sitional constructions,
sitional
constructions, and
to use semi—
semicolons
and colons;
colons and
colons;
and
of their
-— learn, in
in the
the context
their own writing and
context of
which
have
words
and
of
the
reading,
some
of
the
words
and
roots
which
have
roots
reading,
from other
been absorbed
been
absorbed into
into English from
other languages,
languages,
word—build—
the
with
become
familiar
so that
that they become familiar with the word-building processes
that derive
derive
and spelling patterns
patterns that
processes and
from
them.
from them.
the func—
understand the
. . .. pupils
pupils should
should come to understand
funcof
in
used
tions
of the
the impersonal
style
of
writing
used
in
tions of
writing
impersonal style
—
scientific - writing
and particularly
academic
academic ~
- and
particularly scientific
writing
the linguistic
and to recognise the
and
features, e.g. the
the
linguistic features,
it. This
This
which characterise
characterise it.
passive, subordination,
subordination, which
should be
should
be done
done by reading
and discussing
discussing
reading and
examples.
that as
should bring out
the fact
fact that
out the
Teaching should
takes place in
in a situation
speech typically takes
situation where
where
be
listener are present,
both
speaker and
and listener
present, it
it can be
both speaker
like
words
and
that,
accompanied
by
gestures
and
words
like
this,
that,
accompanied
gestures
here, now, you,
whereas writing generally
you, etc., whereas
should
verbal explicitness. Pupils should
requires
requires greater
greater verbal
.
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because writers
writers are
that because
are
be
be helped
to recognise that
helped to
the
voice
able
to
not
emphasise key
key points
points
to use the voice to emphasise
not able to
of
wide range of
in
have to
to use
in a sentence, they have
use a wide
the passive, or
structure (such
(such as the
or
grammatical structure
the
of word
to bring
alterations of
order) to
other
word order)
about the
other alterations
bring about
also recognise
recognise that
desired
They should
should also
that
desired emphasis.
emphasis. They
and
formal
is often
writing is
often more
impersonal
more impersonal
more formal and more
and grammatical
than
lexical and
features of
of
grammatical features
than speech; lexical
these contrasts.
create these
language both
both reﬂect
reﬂect and
and create
contrasts.
13—16, median
Level 7 (ages 13-16,
Level
median for
16)
for age 16)
to AT1.]
AT1.]
is from
first excerpt is
[The first
from the
the preamble
preamble to

AT1:7
ATI:7

AT2:7
AT2:7

.

AT3:7
ATBI7
AT4/5:7
AT4/5:7

should be
be using
level 7, pupils
From
pupils should
Standard
From level
using Standard
the
meet
to
English, wherever
wherever appropriate,
appropriate, to meet the statestateof attainment.
ments of
attainment.
discussion an
in discussion
[Pupils should]
show in
an awareness
awareness
should] show
accordof
of the
the appropriate
of
use
of
spoken
language,
accordlanguage,
spoken
appropriate
and
audience;
analyse
ing
to
purpose,
topic
and
audience;
e.g.
analyse
ing to purpose, topic
reﬂect upon
and
upon the
the language appropriate
to aa job
job
and reﬂect
appropriate to
with a parent
interview,
or another
another
interview, or an argument
parent or
argument with
pupil
presentation.
pupil following a presentation.
[pupils shouldz]
should:]
— show
show in
in discussion
discussion that
that they
recognise fea—
feacan recognise
they can
to
used
inform,
to
of presentation
tures
presentation which
which are
are used to inform, to
tures of
to persuade,
regulate, to
to reassure
reassure or to
in non—literary
non-literary
persuade, in
and
verbal emphasis
through
and media
media texts. e.g. .. .. .. verbal
emphasis through
exclamation,
repetition,
exclamation,
vocabulary.
vocabulary,
or
repetition,
— show
in writing
show in
in discussion
discussion or in
an awareness
awareness
writing an
and
of writers’
some other
of
writers‘ use of
of sound
sound patterns
other
patterns and some
effect on
literary devices
devices and
and the
the effect
the reader;
reader; e.g.
on the
such
and figures
alliteration, and
of speech
speech such
figures of
.. .. .. rhyme, alliteration,
as similes, metaphors
metaphors and
and personification.
personification.
discussion and
show in
in discussion
[Pupils should] show
and in
in writing
writing
of what
an awareness
what is
is appropriate
and inapproinapproappropriate and
awareness of
texts.
written texts.
in written
priate language use in
understand the
[Pupils should] spell (and
the meaning
meaning
(and understand
from
been borrowed
have been
of) common roots
that have
borrowed from
roots that

the National
Curriculum
Grammar
National Curriculum
Grammar in the
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other
languages and that play
important role
role
other languages
play an
an important
in
word-building, e.g.
e.g. micro-, psych-,
psych-, tele-,
tele-, therm-;
in word—building,
therm—;
recognise that where words have been
been borrowed
borrowed
in
the last 400 years,
there
are
some
characteristic
in the
are some characteristic
years,
sound-symbol
relationships that
that reﬂect the
word's
sound-symbol relationships
the word’s
origin; e.g.
e.g. ch- in French words like champagne
champagne
. . . and
and ch- in Greek words like chaos,
chaos, . . ., com., comwith ch- in long-established
long-established English
English words
words
pared with
like chaff, .. . ..
like
Pupils should
be enabled,
enabled, through
through reading,
reading,
listening
talking about
wide range
range of
listening to and talking
about aa wide
of
texts, to use,
use, in their own
writing,
grammatithose
own writing,
grammatical structures
structures which are
of written
are characteristic of
written
language and
and an
increasingly
varied
and
differenan increasingly
and differentiated
tiated vocabulary.
.

.

.

is interactive,
.. .. . the
fact that
that speech is
spontaneous
the fact
interactive, spontaneous
is more tightly plannand informal
informal while
and
while writing is
ed.
ed.
and . . . persuas-— recognise authorial
authorial viewpoint
viewpoint and
persuasof
in a range
ive
rhetorical techniques
techniques in
of
texts.
ive or rhetorical
texts.
range
.

PS2:26
P5226

.

PS3:31

Pupils should
should have
have opportunities
learn, for
for
Pupils
opportunities to . . .. learn,
material
for
difexample by presenting
presenting the
the same material for difin different
ferent purposes
ferent
purposes or audiences,
audiences, or in
different forms,
in
how
achieve different
different stylistic effects
effects in
how they
they can achieve
control
of
their
by
conscious
control
of
conscious
their writing
a
grammatical
writing
.

[Pupils should
should be able to:]

be able
should be
[Pupils should
able to:]

AT2 8
AT2:8

AT3:88
AT3

-

.

lexical choice.
structures
and lexical
choice.
structures and

15—16)
Level
Level 9 (ages 15-16)

show in
in discussion
discussion and in writing
- show
an awareness
writing an
awareness
of
the contribution that facial
expressions, gesof the
facial expressions,
gestures and tone of voice can
to aa speaker's
can make to
speaker’s
meaning.
meaning.
—
- talk
talk and write about
texts,
about literature
literature and
and other
other texts,
giving
evidence of personal
response
and
showing
giving evidence
and
personal response
showing
an understanding
understanding of the
the devices and
and structures
structures
used by the writers,
writers, with
used
with appropriate
reference to
to
appropriate reference
details; e.g.
e.g. write essays
commenting
upon
points
essays commenting upon points
of style, character or
of
or plot
with other
plot in comparison
other
comparison with
texts; show how or
or why
a
dramatist
or
novelist
dramatist
a
why
or novelist
used
questions and/or repetition
repetition to build
build up
up emoemoused questions
tion
tion .. .. ..
— discuss
—
discuss and
and write about
about changes
in the grammar
changes in
grammar
of
in the
course of
of English over
over time, encountered
encountered in
the course
of
their
reading; e.g.
e.g.
pronouns
(from
and
their reading;
thou
and
pronouns (from
thee to you), verb forms,
forms, negatives.
negatives.
- demonstrate
demonstrate knowledge
knowledge of organisational
organisational differdifferences between
between spoken
spoken and written
written English;
English; e.g.
e.g.

.

the age
also applies to the
to 16,
[The following also
from 14 to
age range
range from

Level 8 (ages 14—16)
14-16)

AT1:88
AT1

.

tied to
is not
it is
not tied
to any
any specified level.]
level]
though it

.

SP3:25
SP3 25
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AT1:9

AT2:9

AT3:9

in writing
show in
—— show
in discussion
discussion and
and in
awareness
writing an awareness
between
of the
of
ways in
in which
which language varies
varies between
the ways
different types of
different
of spoken
spoken communication;
communication; e.g.
of language use, such
kinds of
describe
how different
different kinds
such
describe how
lec—
as jokes, anecdote, conversation,
conversation, commentary,
commentary, leccould be
be explained
explained to a foreign visitor.
visitor.
ture, could
—
- demonstrate
of the
the use of
of
demonstrate some understanding
understanding of
effects in
in the
lexical and
and grammatical effects
the language of
of
struc—
of
words
the
literature;
e.g.
the
repetition
of
words
or
strucliterature; e.g.
or
repetition
tures, dialect
dialect forms, archaisms, etc.
selective use of
make an assured
assured and
and selective
— make
of a wide
wide
which
of
range
constructions
which
are
constructions
grammatical
range
demfor
and
appropriate
for
topic,
purpose
and
audience,
demaudience,
appropriate
purpose
the means whereby
awareness of
of the
whereby a
onstrating awareness
writer
may choose
choose to achieve
achieve a desired
desired emphasis
emphasis
writer may
...;.; e.g.
e.g. vary
vary sentence beginnings;
alter word
word
beginnings; alter
structural repetition,
repetition, passive
order; use lexical or structural
adverbial connectives, elliptical
constructions, adverbial
constructions,
constructions, non-finite
non-finite subordinate
clauses and
and
subordinate clauses
constructions,
.
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choose varied
choose
varied and
and appropriate
such as
appropriate vocabulary such
colloquial, formal, technical, poetic or figurative.
— demonstrate
in discussion
and in writing
writing
demonstrate in
discussion and
of
knowledge
of
ways
in
which
language
varies
knowledge
ways in which
between
different types
of written
between different
written text; e.g.
types of
e.g.
personal
instrucformal letters, printed instrucpersonal letters, formal
reports in
in different
playscripts
different newspapers,
tions, reports
newspapers, playscripts
or films.
films.
.. . .. pupils should
should be
be taught:
— how
describe some of the lexihow to recognise and describe
cal, grammatical and
and organisational
characteristics
organisational characteristics
of different
of
different types
types of
written texts; e.g.
e.g. letters, tabof written
tabloid and
loid
and broadsheet
broadsheet newspapers,
newspapers, teenage
teenage maga—
magazines, specialist hobby periodicals, holiday
holiday brobrochures,
travel books, instructions,
playscripts;
chures, travel
instructions, playscripts;
— about
the nature
nature and
impersonal
and purpose
about the
purpose of impersonal
styles of
of writing,
writing, and
and the
grammar
the vocabulary and
and grammar
of
characteristic of those
characteristic
those styles, e.g.
e.g. the
the use of the
the
passive
of other
other ways
depersonalising
and of
passive voice and
ways of depersonalising
text —
- such
such as not using
pronouns.
using pronouns.
.

Level 10 (age 16)
[Pupils should
be able
able to:]
should be
AT1110
ATl:10

AT2:10

AT3:10

— show
show in
in discussion
an awareness
discussion and
and in
in writing
awareness
writing an

of some of
of
of the
the factors
factors that
that influence
inﬂuence people’s attiattitudes
the way
way other
tudes to the
other people speak.
— demonstrate
demonstrate in discussion
discussion and in writing
writing some
understanding
towards lanin society towards
lanattitudes in
understanding of attitudes
of
guage
change
and
of
ideas
about
appropriateness
and
ideas
about
appropriateness
guage
and correctness in
and
in language use;
use; e.g.
e.g. comment
comment on
the arguments,
arguments, attitudes
attitudes and
and styles displayed
displayed in a
the
running
correspondence, on an issue of language
running correspondence,
usage
in a newspaper
usage or performance, in
newspaper or weekly
periodical.
— demonstrate,
demonstrate, in
in discussion
discussion and in writing,
writing,
knowledge
different types
types of
of
criteria by which different
knowledge of criteria
written language can be
e.g. .. . .. clarity,
be judged;
written
judged; e.g.
.
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coherence, accuracy,
effectiveappropriateness, effective—
accuracy, appropriateness,
audi—
of purpose
and
ness, vigour, and
and awareness
awareness of
and
audipurpose
ence.
These subtargets
for knowledge
knowledge about
about language
language appear to
to
These
subtargets for
with a steady pro—
and reasonably
sensible and
coherent, with
be sensible
be
reasonably coherent,
proand from
gression from
from concrete
abstract and
from particular
to genconcrete to abstract
particular to
gen—
gression

details are
eral.
eral. No
No doubt
doubt some
some of
of the
the details
debatable —— for
for example,
example,
are debatable
dis—
odd that
that attitudes
it seems odd
attitudes to
to language
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